
Your event.
Your location.

Frankfurt
Sachsenhausen
and Westend

Sachsenhausen



Celebrating above the roofs of Frankfurt.
Sachsenhausen or Westend – 

we have the location for your perfect day.
Our spacious loft in Sachsenhausen offers space for parties of up to 100 people.

A spectacular view of the skyline awaits you from our roof terrace.
Or you can celebrate in the middle of the city. Our location in the Westend offers space 

for parties up to 50 guests. A lot of green and a huge roof terrace awaits you here.

Sachsenhausen



SACHSENHAUSEN



Frankfurt Sachsenhausen
A creative loft over the

roofs of the city.
Furnished with much love and equipped with everything

what makes a creative and inspiring place.
Our loft apartment with 360m2 and fantastic

Terrace with 100m2 offers generous space for
Celebrate with up to 100 guests.

Our location is optimally equipped. A spacious and 
furnished kitchen awaits you, an espresso machine, 

two coffee machines, a Sonos sound system, 
three flatscreens and much morewhat you need 

for a perfect party.
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Perfect for 
weddings, 

birthdays, baptism 
and everything else 
what you want to 

celebrate!



WESTEND



Frankfurt Westend
A green oasis in the middle of 

the turbulent city life.
Inspired by the palm garden we have created a green

Oasis created over the roofs of Frankfurt.
Our loft apartment with 200m2 and fantastic
terrace with 90m2 offers generous space for

Celebrate with up to 50 guests.

Our location is optimally equipped. A spacious and 
furnished kitchen awaits you, an espresso and a 

coffee machine, a Sonos sound system, 
a flat screen (65 inch) and much more what you 

need for a perfect party.



A culinary delight for
your party.

Whether it is finest diner, finger food 
or delicious BBQ..

Besides first-class equipment we offer direct contact 
to our catering partners, to talk about your wishes in detail - 

uncomplicated and from a single source. 
Lastly it should be also a culinary highlight.

PS: Tips for your DJ, photographer or where to find the most 
beautiful decoration are included here.

Just call us, tell us what you‘re up to and we‘ll put you 
in touch with the right caterer.



How much does it cost exclusively?
You can use our available inventory. Our SONOS sound system is 

ready for your DJ, many small gimmicks are to be explored, 
kids can slumbering in our cozy corner and WiFi is included as well 

as the use of our roof terrace:

prices on request

Westend



Shabbana Azimi
General Manager

shabbana@outofoffice.place
+49 152 588 713 89

Maria Kröner
Assistant General Manager
maria@outofoffice.place

+49 172 950 66 19

You  will  find
us here!



OutOfOffice Frankfurt GmbH  
Sachsenhausen: Geleitsstraße 14  I  60599 Frankfurt am Main

Westend: Bockenheimer Landstraße 94-96  I  60323 Frankfurt am Main

www.outofoffice.place


